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Erosion Reconnaissance of the Almaden Quicksilver 
County Park, Santa Clara County, California 

Introduction 

The Almaden Quicksilver County Park (AQS, or the Park) is the site of the former New 

Almaden Mining District.  The area has a rich history that began with the first discovery of 

mercury by a Mexican army officer in 1845 (Bailey and Everhart 1964).  Mining was conducted 

intermittently at several locations within the New Almaden District until all mining ceased in 

about 1971.  The most active period of mining was from about 1850 to 1909, when most of the 

underground deposits under Mine Hill were exploited.  Another period of activity occurred from 

1940 to 1945 when the Rotary Furnace at Mine Hill was constructed and processed ore from the 

San Francisco Open Cut and tailings piles (Bailey and Everhart 1964).  Santa Clara County 

purchased the “New Almaden Mines” property in two separate transactions in 1973 and 1975 

and opened it to the public in 1975.   

The Santa Clara County Parks Department requested that Exponent perform a reconnaissance of 

the Park and identify sites for erosion control.   The reconnaissance did not involve analysis of 

mercury concentrations of soil in the erosional areas, but was intended to characterize areas of 

erosion, which might be a potential source of mercury bearing sediment entering the waterways 

near the Park. 

Background 

Santa Clara County Parks Department and the California Department of Toxic Substances 

Control (DTSC) developed a Remedial Action Plan for remediation of AQS in December 1994.  

Remediation of five former mine areas, Hacienda Furnace Yard, Mine Hill Area, Enriquita 

Mine Retort, San Mateo Mine Retort, and Senador Mine Area, was completed between 

19952000 (DTSC 2003).  Furnace dust and calcines (roasted cinnabar, rich mercury bearing 

ore) located at Mine Hill just west of the old Rotary Furnace and a 10-acre calcine dump just 
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below the furnace were regraded and capped.  Concrete V-ditches were constructed across the 

face of the cap to intercept and divert runoff from the cap into natural drainage ways.  All 

calcines excavated from the Senador Mine area and some calcines excavated from Mine Hill 

and the Hacienda Furnace yard were deposited in the San Francisco Open Cut and capped.  

Calcines at Enriquita and San Mateo mine areas were excavated, buried and capped on site.  The 

mine sites were revegetated following calcine excavation.  DTSC inspected the Mine Hill 

Remediation Project (Mine Hill, Enriquita, San Mateo, and Senador sites) in August 2003.  

They found the soil caps and surface drainage systems to be in good condition at that time.  

Vegetation was well established at all sites and no calcines were observed (DTSC 2003).  

A cooperative natural resource damage assessment (NRDA) was conducted in 2001 and 2002 to 

evaluate options to restore aquatic and riparian resources within and downstream of the Park 

that may have been injured from past releases of mercury.  The assessment focused on the 

Guadalupe River and its tributaries and reservoirs.  Of the restoration projects planned, two 

projects are directly relevant to the Park.  The first project is the Jacques Gulch restoration.  

Jacques Gulch is a tributary of Almaden Reservoir (Figure 1).  The restoration project will 

remove calcines from the streambed at a point just above the reservoir to about 1,000 ft. 

upstream.  The project will also remove calcines and tailings from an unnamed tributary of 

Jacques Gulch that drains Mine Hill (the area below the Rotary Furnace).  The second 

restoration project involves removal of additional calcines from the banks of Los Alamitos 

Creek at the Hacienda Furnace Yard site and clean up of nearby Deep Gulch Creek (Figure 1) 

(USFWS and CDFG 2005). 

The RWQCB has been conducting TMDL studies of San Francisco Bay and the Guadalupe 

River.  In 2006, the RWQCB issued in draft form the Guadalupe River Watershed: Mercury 

TMDL Project Report (RWQCB 2006).  The draft report describes actions considered for 

reduction of the concentrations of methylmercury in fish tissue in the Guadalupe River and its 

tributaries.  Recommended actions included limiting the possibility of additional mercury 

entering Guadalupe River through further removal of calcines near streams and drainages, and 

control of erosion within the Park.  These reconnaissance efforts to identify and categorize 

erosional areas with the Park are a partial response to the RWQCB’s project report.   
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Figure 1. Locations of erosion observation locations in the Park 

 

Sediment transport from the Park to the Guadalupe River system occurs during periods of 

precipitation and storm water runoff (generally occurring between October and April).  There 

are no permanently flowing streams with the Park.  While some of the ephemeral streams have 

defined channels and appear to have recently been active, other drainage ways are heavily 

vegetated.   It is not clear if there is a transport connection from some of the areas of erosion 

noted in this report with the ephemeral streams.  Because of the uncertainty regarding the 

concentrations of mercury in eroding soils and whether there is a transport pathway to the 

Guadalupe River system, this report describes evidence of erosion in the Park without any 

assessment of the potential for specific areas of eroded soils to reach the Guadalupe River 

system.  
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Methods 

The reconnaissance was conducted on April 2526, 2007 from the roads and trails within the 

park by Mr. Gary Bigham of Exponent.  The road and park terrain visible from the road were 

examined.  Observations were made of any visible erosion by noting the GPS coordinates, 

photographing the erosion area, and describing the erosion feature(s).  The observation locations 

are shown in Figure 1 and coordinates, corresponding photograph numbers, and descriptions are 

presented in Appendix A. 

Results 

In general, the Park is well vegetated and the overall erosion rate is very small compared to 

what it was between the period of active mining to until site remediation and revegetation, 

completed in 2000, became effective.  The erosion features observed during this reconnaissance 

can be placed in one of three categories with respect to their relative potential to supply 

sediment:  

Category 1: A potentially major sediment source – site has the potential 

to supply the largest volume of sediment to the Guadalupe River system 

of all sites observed 

Category 2: A potential medium sediment source – site currently has 

potential to supply a much smaller volume of sediment than the Category 

1 sites 

Category 3: A potential minor sediment source  - erosion at site noted, 

but unlikely to supply a significant volume of sediment to the Guadalupe 

River system. 

Information on all observations is presented in Appendix A.  Very few potentially major sources 

of mercury bearing sediment (calcines or cinnabar) transport to drainages were observed during 

this reconnaissance.  Most erosional features were localized and related to runoff along the road 

itself.  In some cases, erosion along the road was extensive enough that significant damage to 
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the roadbed could occur if erosion controls are not implemented.  Erosional features that could 

be major sediment sources (Category 1) or could be medium sediment source (Category 2) are 

discussed below.  All photographs are provided on the accompanying CD.  

Category 1 – Potential Major Sediment Sources 

The following three locations are considered the most likely of any of the locations observed 

during this reconnaissance to provide significant sediment to Jacques Gulch, Deep Gulch, or 

Alamitos Creek, and thus present at least the potential to supply mercury-bearing sediment to 

the Guadalupe River system.   

Mine Hill Rotary Furnace Area 

The cap below the Rotary Furnace at Mine Hill (Location 23, Figure 1) is in good condition, 

with no indications that erosion will breach the cap or otherwise provide sediment to the 

drainages.  The former access road used during construction of the lower cap area has, however, 

experienced significant erosion (Figure 2).  A gully, about 115 ft long, has formed in the road 

and headward erosion will likely continue to advance the gully further up the road (Figure 3).  

The eroding roadbed is a sediment source to a relatively small drainage that discharges to 

Jacques Gulch and Almaden Reservoir.  However, there is no evidence that the mercury 

concentrations of the eroding roadbed material are elevated above local background levels for 

native soils since no calcines or cinnabar were observed at the site.   
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Figure 2. Overview of the Rotary Furnace and cap site 
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Figure 3. Headward erosion of former access road at the Rotary Furnace cap 

Mine Hill Trail Landslide 

Slope failure (Location 13) caused a landslide of material on the uphill side of the Mine Hill 

Trail and April Trail (Figure 4).  Slide debris has been removed from both trails several times 

because of continued movement.  The bank has been graded and revegetated (Figure 5), 

although some ungraded and unvegetated slide debris is visible (Figure 5, foreground of right 

panel).  Although the vegetative cover is currently in good condition and shows no signs of 

erosion, further movement of this slide is likely.  The surface expression of the shear plane of 

the slide is clearly visible (although difficult to photograph because of heavy vegetation) where 

the original ground surface has been displaced downhill several feet (Figure 6).  The source of 

the slide material appears to be loose native soil and there is no evidence that it contains 

elevated concentrations of mercury (e.g., no visual indications of calcines).  Runoff from the 

slide area first flows in vegetated drainage channels and then to Randol Creek and Los Alamitos 

Creek.  A geotechnical engineering investigation should be performed to determine if 
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engineered controls are needed to control future slides and sediment supply to the Randol Creek 

drainage basin. 

 

 

Figure 4. The landslide has deposited debris on Mine Hill Trail (left) and April Trail 
(right) 
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Figure 5. Landslide debris on the downhill (left panel) and uphill (right panel) sides of 
Mine Hill Road has been graded and revegetated 

 

 

Figure 6. Bare soil beyond the vegetation in the middle is part of the visible rupture 
that defines the landslide area 

Location 2: Hacienda Entrance Erosion 

This site is located on Mine Hill Trail near the Hacienda Park entrance (Figure 1).  Drainage 

from an unnamed tributary is routed along the road and then into a gully that discharges directly 
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to the lower reaches of Deep Gulch.  The gully is moderately vegetated, but eroded (Figure 7) 

and headward erosion (Figure 8) is extending the gully uphill along the road.  Although it is the 

closest erosion source to the Guadalupe River system, this erosional feature may have been 

present for many years.  Thus the rate of erosion is difficult to determine.  There is no evidence 

that the concentrations of mercury in the eroding soil are elevated above local background 

levels. 

 

Figure 7. Eroded gully 

 

 

Figure 8. Extension of the gully by 
headward erosion 

Category 2 – Potential Medium Sediment Sources 

Erosion observed at each of the following sites is considered to be of lesser significance than the 

Category 1 sites as a source of sediment to the Guadalupe River system.  The Category 2 sites 
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typically involve a smaller volume of eroded soil and are related to road drainage.  However, 

taken together as a group, the Category 2 sites probably rank with the Category 1 sites as 

potential sources of sediment.   

 It was not possible to determine the rate of erosion at these sites based on one inspection.  The 

roads in the Park have been in place for many years, but the time since erosion began at these 

locations is not known.  Nevertheless, repair of the Category 2 sites should reduce the flow of 

sediment to the Guadalupe River system, including potentially mercury-bearing material.  

Observations made at each Category 2 site are presented in the captions for Figures 9–18, in the 

following section. 

Location 9 

 

Figure 9. Runoff crosses the road and is 
eroding soil next to the culvert.  
The area of erosion is likely to 
increase and erosion could cut 
into the roadbed material. 
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Location 10 

 

Figure 10. Similar to Location 9, runoff 
crosses the road and is eroding 
soil around the culvert and is 
starting to erode the roadbed. 

Location 12 

 

Figure 11. Erosion has cut into the roadbed 
at this location.  The bank 
between the gully and the vehicle 
is undercut. 
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Location 20 

 

Figure 12. Erosion around the culvert had 
formed a deep gully and a large 
eroded area next to the roadbed. 

Location 36 

 

Figure 13. Road drainage has eroded the 
bank at several places and 
around a culvert at this location. 
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Location 53 

 

Figure 14. Road drainage has formed two 
eroding channels that merge to 
form a larger gully.  A warning 
sign formerly on the road is now 
in the gully. 

 

Location 54 

 

Figure 15. Drainage from along the road and a possible spring crosses the road (left panel) 
and has formed a deep gully on the downhill side (right panel). 
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Location 56 

 

Figure 16. Road drainage has created a deep gully (left panel) and caused about 100 ft of 
bank to slump (right panel). 

Location 58 

 

Figure 17. Road drainage is causing erosion 
along the road and in the 
drainage channel. 
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Location 59 

 

Figure 18. A gully has formed across from 
Prospect #3 Trail on Mine Hill 
road.  It does not pose an erosion 
threat to the road.  It is not clear 
how active or recent the erosion 
is. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Erosion features were observed at 63 locations during a reconnaissance conducted by Mr. Gary 

Bigham on April 2526, 2007.  The principal objective of the reconnaissance was to identify 

locations that may be significant sediment sources to the Guadalupe River system. Three 

locations, the Mine Hill Rotary Furnace area, the Mine Hill Trail landslide area, and Location 2, 

are considered the most significant sediment sources of all the locations observed (Category 1).    

Ten additional locations are less significant sediment sources to the Guadalupe River system 

(Category 2).  The Category 1 and 2 locations are shown in Figure 19.  Specific 

recommendations are: 

 Category 1 sites - A geotechnical investigation should be initiated at the Mine Hill 

Trail landslides area and a high priority should be given to repair of the gully erosion 

at the Mine Hill Rotary Furnace area and at Location 2. 
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  Category 2 sites – A plan should be developed for the repair of the 10 Category 2 

sites.  The sites should be monitored at least once a year along with the category 3 

sites to confirm their category assignment. 

 Category 3 sites – All category 3 sites should be monitored annually and a 

photographic record maintained.  Category 3 sites should be scheduled for repair if 

erosion significantly increases. 

It is interesting to note that landslide activity is currently much less than when mining was 

active.  Bailey and Everhardt (1964) note earlier surveys that mapped around 50 landslides.  

Although many of these were associated with waste rock dumps, the lack of soil disturbance and 

generally abundant vegetative cover has significantly reduced landslide activity.  The current 

primary source of sediment from the Park to the Guadalupe River system is most likely erosion 

of stream banks in the lower reaches (where the most flow occurs) of the ephemeral streams.  

Nevertheless, further reduction of sediment can be achieved by investigation and repair of the 

sites noted in this report. 
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Figure 19. Locations of Category 1 and 2 erosion sites 
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Appendix A. Almaden Quicksilver County Park Observation Points, April 2526, 2007 

Number Categorya 
Latitude 

North 
Longitude

West Observations 
Photograph 

Numbers 

1 3 37.17439 121.82720 Washout from road drainage.  Within Hacienda 
remediation area. 

17–19 

2 1 37.17442 121.82787 Drainage from uphill is routed along road, then 
enters channel that is headward eroding and 
becomes a significant gully. 

20–23 

3 3 37.17525 121.82614 Generally in good shape.  Example of small 
slide into roadside drainage channel. 

24–27 

4 3 37.17630 121.82644 Culvert end washing out. 28, 29 

5 3 37.17846 121.82892 Road drainage runoff erosion. 31, 32 

6 3 37.17899 121.83026 Erosion along bank near culvert outfall.  Large 
drop from end of pipe to channel.  

32–34, 87 

7 3 37.17999 121.83058 Washout around culvert from road drainage. 35 

8 3 37.18008 121.83065 Example of small bank failure. 36–38 

9 2 37.18232 121.83248 Road runoff is causing erosion next to culvert 
outfall and up to edge of the roadbed. 

39–41 

10 2 37.18028 121.83504 Road drainage has washed out around culvert 
discharge. 

42–44 

11 3 37.18023 121.83975 Minor gulley from road drainage. 45–47 

12 2 37.18155 121.84263 Bank failure including a portion of the roadbed.  
Located next to a new culvert. 

48, 50 

13 1 37.18084 121.84376 Slide area—graded area is the toe of a much 
larger slide.  Fracture around the slide is well 
defined. 

51–58 

14 3 37.17984 121.85134 What appears to be a sinkhole in the meadow 
on the other side of the drainage is visible from 
the road. 

59, 60 

15 3 n/a  Vegetated hillsides and old disturbances. 61–63 

16 3 n/a  Vegetated hillsides and old disturbances. 64, 65 

17 3 37.17550 121.84750 Eroding bank on uphill side of road.  Drainage 
flows along road for about 100 ft and then 
across road where the bank is eroding. 

66–68 

17b 3 37.17535 121.84725  69, 70 

18 3 37.17567 121.84673 Eroding bank with possible calcines. 75–77 

19 3 37.17593 121.84296 Road drainage erosion. 78–81 

20 2 37.17782 121.84074 Erosion around culvert discharge. 82, 83 

21 3 37.18055 121.83118 Water drains across road causing erosion on 
downhill side (next to old car).  Just up the road 
is a new culvert.  Small bank failure at the new 
culvert feeds sediment–outlet looks okay. 

88–90 

22 3 37.17743 121.84101 Erosion visible in Deep Gulch watershed looking 
west from road. 

91, 92 
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Appendix A. (cont.) 

Number Categorya 
Latitude 

North 
Longitude

West Observations 
Photograph 

Numbers 

23a 1 37.17267 121.84363 95–98, 99, 
100 

23b -- 37.17243 121.84338 

Headward erosion in former construction access 
road at the cap below the rotary kiln.  Smaller 
washout further down the hill. 

97 

24 3 37.17516 121.84299 Road drainage causing erosion along 5060 ft 
of Hidalgo Trail Road near house at junction.  
Another 5060 ft of erosion further down the 
road. 

103–105 

25 3 37.17458 121.84259 Runoff causing erosion near house. 106 

26 3 37.17156 121.83840 Large gully caused by road drainage.  Appears 
to be old and inactive. 

111–113 

27 3 37.17474 121.84463 Calcines appear to be present in eroding road 
cut. 

115 

28 3 37.17865 121.84714 Slowly eroding bank. 116 

29 3 37.17990 121.84674 Slowly eroding bank. 117 

30 3 37.18113 121.84386 Material from landslide (Location 13) that fell 
onto April Trail. 

118–121 

31 3 37.18105 121.84512 Eroding soil (possible calcines) just below 
Powder House. 

122 

32 3 37.18093 121.84694 Old cut - not a significant sediment source. 123–126 

33 3 37.18179 121.84256 Debris from landslide (Location 13).  Also, 
eroding bank just down road. 

128–132 

34 3 37.18245 121.83356 Road drainage causing erosion. 133 

35 3 37.18145 121.83485 Road drainage causing erosion. 134 

36 2 37.18127 121.83500 Bank erosion along road and around culvert in 
several spots. 

135–138 

37 3 37.18247 121.83554 Bank erosion at low point. 139 

38 3 37.18314 121.83603 Washout around culvert—cannot see discharge 
end. 

140, 141 

39 3 37.18263 121.83775 Waste rock piles at the Day Tunnel.  Do not 
appear to be significant source of sediment. 

146, 

40 3 37.18427 121.84076 Road drainage erosion at the edge of the 
roadbed. 

147 

41 3 37.18468 121.84300 Waste rock at the Buena Vista.  Road drainage 
erosion around culvert at the bend. 

151, 152 

42 3 37.18403 121.84615 Big drop from culvert, but not eroding. No photo 

43 3 37.18564 121.84937 Erosion around culverts. 153, 154 

44 3 37.18579 121.84940 Erosion around culvert. 155, 156 

45 3 37.18665 121.85275 Eroding bank next to road and erosion around 
culvert. 

157–159 

46 3 37.18736 121.85556 Big drop from culvert.  Erosion not a problem, 
but could pull out old pieces of culvert. 

160, 161 
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Appendix A. (cont.) 

BE03015.001 0201 0607 GB15 A-3

Number Categorya 
Latitude 

North 
Longitude

West Observations 
Photograph 

Numbers 

47 3 37.18830 121.85658 Drainage from above flows across road and is 
eroding the downhill side of road.  

162–164 

48 3 37.18857 121.85680 Same as location 47—two channels near each 
other. 

165–167 

49 3 37.19135 121.85905 Small area of erosion from road drainage. 168 

50 3 37.19292 121.86102 Drainage causing minor erosion on both sides of 
road. 

169–172 

51 3 37.19278 121.86137 Similar to location 50, but more erosion on both 
sides of the road. 

173–175 

52 3 37.19481 121.86607 Drainage across road is causing erosion.  Old 
stonework is visible. 

176–178 

53 2 37.19870 121.87376 Road drainage has formed two erosion 
channels that form the head of a gully.  Warning 
signs off road. 

179, 180 

54 2 37.19520 121.86893 Drainage from along road (and possible spring) 
runs across road and into a deep gully. 

181–184 

55 3 37.19452 121.86846 Road drainage crosses road and is starting a 
small gully. 

185 

56 2 37.19307 121.86839 Road drainage has created a deep gully and 
about 100 ft of bank has slumped. 

186, 187 

57 3 37.19316 121.86750 Drainage across road is causing erosion. 189, 190 

58 2 37.19098 121.86555 Road drainage causing erosion along road and 
drainage channel. 

192, 193 

59 2 37.18886 121.86067 Gullying across from Prospect #3 Trail on Mine 
Hill Road. 

194 

60 3 37.18701 121.83309 Some slumping of road cut but no significant 
erosion on Hacienda Trail. 

 

61 3 37.17886 121.82634 Washout around culvert. 195 

62 3 37.17952 121.82475 Do not see any problem.  

63 3 37.17838 121.82366 Can see some bare soil banks from here and 
lightly vegetated slopes below road, but no 
signs of significant erosion. 

 

a  Category 1 - potential major sediment source 
 Category 2 - potential medium sediment source 
 Category 3 - potential minor sediment source 
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